Meeting held at Cannington on Monday, 9 December 2019

WEATHER: Fine  TRACK: Good  KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 5.45pm

Stewards: Mr S Jones, Ms E Alessandrino, Mr M Pascoe
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr J Moore
Veterinary Assistant: Ms H Rawlings
Lure Driver: Mr J Brooks

REDECLARATION OF WEIGHTS: Race 4 ROSIE CRISTALLE (24.0kgs), Race 7 LOOKOUT SNICKERS (27.5kgs)

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 10 SHOTGUN SALLY (5/12)
Ineligible: Race 1 BE THE BOSS (5/12), Race 4 HELEN'S CALLING (9/12), Race 5 OAKS VALLEY (5/12)

LATE SCRATCHINGS:
R24(1) - Race 1 PINK CHANDELIER x 28 days (11.30am)
R23 - Race 6 BLACK CAT BAR x 10 days (3.57pm)

SATISFACTORY TRIALS: R71 - Race 1 SOZIN'S SONATA x 1 Field

SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 2 JACKPOT JILL, Race 4 KABUKI GIRL, Race 5 MYSTERY GUESS, Race 8 REPEAT SET

Race 1 - Maiden/Country/275 - Maiden - 6:04 PM
(275M): YELLOW JEWEL & MISS HOPE began quickly. SOZIN'S SONATA & MAGGIE'S GIRL began slowly. SOZIN'S SONATA & HIP HOP FUN collided soon after the start. BOBBY TUX & STYLISH LAD collided on the first turn. SOZIN'S SONATA checked off the heels of HIP HOP FUN and collided with MAGGIE'S GIRL on the first turn. SOZIN'S SONATA shifted out, raced ungenerously and collided several times with MAGGIE'S GIRL approaching the home turn and under R71 has been placed on a Field Satisfactory Trial. SOZIN'S SONATA, HIP HOP FUN & MAGGIE'S GIRL raced wide on the home turn. SOZIN'S SONATA galloped on the heels of MAGGIE'S GIRL on the home turn, both lost ground.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that SOZIN'S SONATA had truncal-lumbo-sacral injury/soreness and has been stood down for 10 days.

Race 2 - Novice/Country/520 - Novice - 6:27 PM
(520M): KICK NOW began quickly. MRS. WINGS began slowly. JACKPOT JILL & SHEER DREAMS collided soon after the start. MRS. WINGS tailed off due to injury on the first turn. KING RANJI & AUTUMN FALL collided on the first turn. AUTUMN FALL checked off the heels of KICK NOW approaching the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that MRS. WINGS had a right hindleg gracilis muscle injury (back muscle) and has been stood down for 28 days.

Race 3 - Mixed 4/5/Country/380 - Mixed 4/5 - 6:50 PM
(380M): LEGEND SEEKER began quickly. DAWSIE began slowly. LOVED UP MOMENT galloped on the heels of RIPPIN' ROXETTE on the first turn, both lost ground. WESTERN RIPPLE & APACHE GUNDI collided on the first turn. APACHE GUNDI checked off the heels of WESTERN RIPPLE on the first turn. DAWSIE checked off the heels of FABRAOAK on the first turn. DAWSIE raced wide in the back straight. WESTERN RIPPLE & APACHE GUNDI collided on the second turn. WHAT A QUESTION & WESTERN RIPPLE collided heavily on the second turn, WHAT A QUESTION lost ground. WESTERN RIPPLE & FABRAOAK collided on the home turn. WESTERN RIPPLE checked off the heels of FABRAOAK in the home straight.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that WHAT A QUESTION had a left foreleg carpal sprain (wrist) and has been stood down for 5 days.

Race 4 - Grade 6/Country/275 (1) - Grade 6 - 7:14 PM
KABUKI GIRL began quickly. RUSTY WREN began slowly. ROSIE CRISTALLE & IRINKA MOONYEEN collided soon after the start. COMMANDER JACK & FARMOR IMAGE collided on the first turn. FARMOR IMAGE & IRINKA MOONYEEN collided on the first turn. ROSIE CRISTALLE checked off the heels of RED ELECTRICAL on the first turn. IRINKA MOONYEEN & RED ELECTRICAL collided approaching the home turn, both lost ground. FARMOR IMAGE & ROSIE CRISTALLE collided approaching the home turn. RUSTY WREN checked off the heels of COMMANDER JACK on the home turn. IRINKA MOONYEEN checked off the heels of FARMOR IMAGE on the home turn. FARMOR IMAGE & RED ELECTRICAL collided in the home straight.

Race 5 - Grade 6/Country/380 - Grade 6 - 7:31 PM
MYSTERY GUESS & ZIPPING DUNCAN began quickly. OLDMATE AMY & JELLY BABY collided on the first turn, both lost ground. OLDMATE AMY, PRECISE LI & HE’S DECISION collided in the back straight, OLDMATE AMY & PRECISE LI lost ground. HE’S DECISION checked off the heels of ZIPPING DUNCAN in the home straight.

PRECISE LI was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 6 - Mixed 5/6/Country/520 - Mixed 5/6 - 7:55 PM
VIOLET ROAD began quickly. SIMPLY GIFTED began slowly. SIMPLY GIFTED checked off the heels of BUSHMAN'S PRIDE soon after the start. BUSHMAN'S PRIDE & SUNSET HARLEY collided on the first turn.

Race 7 - Free For All (s)/Country/275 - Free For All (s) - 8:15 PM
VEIL SUCCESSOR began quickly. SUBSCRIBE began slowly. SUBSCRIBE, SHE CAN PARTY, WHITE MINION & BURN THE JETTS collided soon after the start, SUBSCRIBE & WHITE MINION lost ground. SHE CAN PARTY & BURN THE JETTS collided on the first turn. SUBSCRIBE & WHITE MINION collided on the first turn. MOLLY SPOLLY checked off the heels of VEIL SUCCESSOR on the first turn. BURN THE JETTS checked off the heels of ONE LAST HURRAH approaching the home turn. SUBSCRIBE & BURN THE JETTS collided in the home straight.

Race 8 - Grade 6/Country/520 - Grade 6 - 8:36 PM
EXPECT A SPRING began quickly. AMELIA KEEPING & REPEAT SET began slowly. VILLAFLY & YOPPI ALLEN collided soon after the start. PROJECTILE & VILLAFLY collided on the first turn. PROJECTILE & YOPPI ALLEN collided on the first turn, YOPPI ALLEN lost ground. PROJECTILE galloped on the heels of EXPECT A SPRING on the third turn, EXPECT A SPRING lost ground.

Race 9 - Grade 4/Country/275 - Grade 4 - 8:52 PM
COMMANDER JAYJAY & HARPER'S HAND began slowly. BOW GUNDI, MAGIC BRANDI & FANCY GUESS collided soon after the start. FANCY GUESS & KINGSBRAE TULL collided on the first turn, FANCY GUESS lost ground. JET FLYER & BOW GUNDI collided on the home turn. HARPER'S HAND raced wide on the home turn. COMMANDER JAYJAY tailed off due to injury on the home turn. MAGIC BRANDI & KINGSBRAE TULL collided in the home straight.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that COMMANDER JAYJAY had a left hindleg gracilis muscle injury (back muscle) and has been stood down for 21 days.

Race 10 - Grade 6/Country/275 (2) - Grade 6 - 9:08 PM
ROLLIE BEXON began quickly. CANYA FAB began slowly. DAVID YELLOW & WAGTAIL THYME collided on the first turn, WAGTAIL THYME lost ground. DAVID YELLOW & HELLO ISSY collided on the first turn. SIMPLY READY & FAIRY MONELLI raced wide on the home turn and in the home straight.

Race 11 - Grade 5/Country/275 (1) - Grade 5 - 9:23 PM
SUNSET MOO MOO, ZANZIQUE, EZI PICK & ALL ABOUT PAIGE began quickly. WISE RHONDA & GAZZA MION began slowly. SUNSET MOO MOO checked off the heels of ZANZIQUE on the first turn. Judo galloped on the heels of SPRAY AND WIPE on the first turn, both lost ground. JUDO checked off the heels of SPRAY AND WIPE approaching the home turn. GAZZA MION raced very wide on the home turn. ZANZIQUE & EZI PICK collided in the home straight. GAZZA MION raced wide in the home straight.
Race 12 - Grade 5/Country/275 (2) - Grade 5 - 9:41 PM
(275M): MOLLY MONELLI began quickly. HAPPY WARRIOR began slowly. QUITE MAGICAL & FOXEY LEXUS collided soon after the start, FOXEY LEXUS lost ground. HELLO DARCEY checked off the heels of QUITE MAGICAL on the first turn. PURE PESH checked off the heels of MOLLY MONELLI on the first turn. QUITE MAGICAL & HAPPY WARRIOR collided on the first turn. QUITE MAGICAL checked off the heels of SHADOW RUNNER approaching the home turn. SHADOW RUNNER checked off the heels of HAPPY WARRIOR on the home turn.

FINAL.